Abstract-Suppression of multiuser interference (MUI) and mitigation of multipath effects constitute major challenges in the design of third-generation wireless mobile systems. Most wide-band and multicarrier uplink code-division multiple-access (CDMA) schemes suppress MUI statistically in the presence of unknown multipath. For fading resistance, they all rely on transmit-or receive-diversity and multichannel equalization based on bandwidth-consuming training sequences or self-recovering techniques at the receiver end. Either way, they impose restrictive and difficult to check conditions on the finite-impulse response channel nulls. Relying on block-symbol spreading, we design a mutually-orthogonal usercode-receiver (AMOUR) system for quasi-synchronous blind CDMA that eliminates MUI deterministically and mitigates fading regardless of the unknown multipath and the adopted signal constellation. AMOUR converts a multiuser CDMA system into parallel single-user systems regardless of multipath and guarantees identifiability of users' symbols without restrictive conditions on channel nulls in both blind and nonblind setups. An alternative AMOUR design called Vandermonde-Lagrange AMOUR is derived to add flexibility in the code assignment procedure. Analytic evaluation and preliminary simulations reveal the generality, flexibility, and superior performance of AMOUR over competing alternatives.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTIUSER interference (MUI) and multipath-induced intersymbol/interchip interference (ISI/ICI) are critical performance limiting factors in the design of third-generation wireless systems because they define their capabilities in handling high data rates and interactive multimedia services. MUI and ICI suppression is thus of paramount importance in mobile wide-band code-division multiple-access (CDMA) standards such as UMTS and IMT-2000 [14] . Multipath causes frequency-selective fading, destroys orthogonality of user codes, and, when unknown, it precludes usage of linear zero-forcing (ZF), minimum mean-square error (MMSE) [28] or nonlinear (decision-feedback (DF) and maximum-likelihood) multiuser detectors for MUI suppression [28] . But even when multipath channel estimates are available (e.g., using bandwidth-consuming training sequences), it is known that especially for multichannel uplink CDMA systems, multiuser equalization is only possible under certain rank conditions on channel matrices that are difficult to check at the receiver [5] , [23] .
Thanks to their versatility in handling variable rates, relaxed requirements for power control, and minimal cooperation among users, self recovering (blind) CDMA receivers are appealing for mobile radio and digital broadcasting systems. However, even for the constrained class of equalizable channels, blind receivers require subspace decompositions (see, e.g., [1] , [12] , and [24] ), or they suppress MUI statistically (and thus asymptotically) when reduced-complexity adaptive receivers are sought [23] , [26] . Antenna diversity trades off improved performance for receiver complexity and statistical MUI suppression [5] . Generalizing orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA), the recent, so-called Lagrange-Vandermonde (LV) CDMA transceivers [18] have low complexity and offer blind MUI elimination. But similar to OFDMA and depending on the multipath channel, LV transceivers require extra diversity to ameliorate (but not eliminate) fading effects caused by channel nulls [17] . User code hopping and maximal-ratio combining diversities have also been employed to combat fading in the increasingly popular (albeit bandwidth expanding) multicarrier (MC) CDMA [2] , [4] , [21] . Performance of MC direct-sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) systems was evaluated over a frequency-selective Rayleigh channel and compared with that of a single-carrier RAKE system in [11] .
In the downlink, where all users share one common multipath channel, it has been shown that appropriately designed precoding guarantees identifiability of the users' symbols regardless of the underlying channel [19] . Various (non)blind equalizers have also been derived in [19] and [20] (see also [29] and [27] for fractionally spaced detectors). In the uplink however, no existing system guarantees complete MUI cancellation and identifiability of the users' symbols without restrictions on the multipath channels involved.
Relying on block-symbol spreading, we develop in this paper a mutually-orthogonal usercode-receiver (AMOUR) structure for quasi-synchronous (QS) blind uplink CDMA that eliminates MUI deterministically and mitigates fading regardless of the 0090-6778/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE (possibly unknown) multipath. In QS-CDMA systems, mobile users attempt to synchronize with the base station's pilot waveform (see, e.g., [3] and [9] ). But exact synchronization is difficult to implement due to multipath and Doppler effects arising because of relative motion, especially when the chip period is small.
The system designed here encompasses LV-CDMA and MC-CDMA systems as special cases, can have low fast Fourier transorm (FFT)-based complexity, and offers considerable design flexibility. Although our design targets the uplink CDMA channel, it can be also applied to the downlink channel as well as to other wire-line applications such as digital subscriber lines (DSLs). Our focus will be on the blind scenario but AMOUR is also attractive when the multipath channel has been estimated (e.g., via pilot signals). Based on the filterbank block model of Section II, we develop the AMOUR-CDMA system in Section III and show that our design converts the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) CDMA to a set of parallel single-input single-output (SISO) systems. In Section IV, we design a low-complexity system and illustrate the basic idea of AMOUR with a simple example. Section V presents an alternative AMOUR system that adds flexibility in the code assignment procedure. Section VI deals with blind equalizer design and Section VII is devoted to performance analysis and comparisons with competing schemes via simulations.
II. AMOUR SYSTEM MODELING
A discrete-time baseband filterbank CDMA model was introduced in [24] and [25] , where the continuous CDMA spreading waveform was modeled as a chip-rate sampled code sequence followed by chip-rate pulse-shape filtering. Generalizing the CDMA model of [24] and [25] , the block diagram in Fig. 1 represents the discrete-time equivalent baseband model of our CDMA uplink system (transmitter and receiver filters for only one, the th, user are shown). Advance elements and downsamplers by parse the th user's information symbol stream into consecutive blocks of length . Upsamplers by insert zeros between successive symbols and thereby convert symbol rate to chip rate. 1 Specifically, the th downsampler's output is , while the corresponding upsampler's output is , where stands for Kronecker's delta. Spreading of the th symbol in each block is performed with a -long FIR filter having as impulse response the code and producing at its output the sequence , where denotes the integer floor. With , the th filter output can be rewritten as , where and . The transmitted sequence is the superposition of all chip sequences from the branches of the filterbank, and with chip index , it can be expressed as (1) In a nutshell, each of the users spreads successive -long symbol-blocks to -long chip-blocks ( denotes transpose and are design parameters to be specified in Section III). The chip sequence is then transmitted at a rate after being digital-to-analog (D/A) converted (not shown in Fig. 1 ) and filtered by the spectral-shaping pulse as depicted in Fig. 2 . The transmitted signal propagates through a (perhaps unknown) dispersive channel represented by its complex envelope and through the receive filter . We define to be the overall impulse response of the continuous-time channel including the transmitter and receiver filters; i.e., with denoting convolution, . The received baseband signal from user is thus given by , where is the propagation delay. The received signal from all users is therefore , where is additive Gaussian noise (AGN). If the received signal is sampled at the chip rate (every s), then the discrete-time received sequence is , where is the th-order chip-rate sampled version of the continuous-time impulse response , and similarly . Substituting , we can express the received chip sequence as
As we mentioned in the introduction, the downlink scenario is a special case of our setup and corresponds to having . In addition to taps (corresponding to transmit-receive filter taps and chip-sampled paths), in (2) includes the th user's asynchronism in the form of delay factors; i.e., its transfer function is given by . We suppose our block transmissions to be QS which amounts to having . If for in (2) , then the th received block depends only on the th transmitted blocks ; otherwise, the channels introduce interblock interference (IBI). To enable QS transmissions and IBI-free receptions, we assume the following.
Assumption 1)
The FIR channels have maximum order which incorporates the maximum number of chip-sampled taps and the maximum delay . To avoid IBI, we take and zero-pad our -long codes with trailing zeros; i.e., for .
Zero-padding our codes equips our block transmissions in (1) with trailing zeros (guard chips); hence, all the terms in (2) belong to the th block , which can thus be written as confirming elimination of IBI. Similar to OFDM, IBI removal can also be achieved by using a cyclic prefix instead of the trailing zeros. Being affected by IBI, the cyclic prefix must of course be discarded at the receiver (we will explore such alternatives in Section V).
In Fig. 1 , the th received IBI-free block consists of chips from the th user of interest along with MUI chips from other users and AGN . We will find it convenient to cast our system's input-output relationship in the -domain. Toward this objective, we define the -transforms , and the Vandermonde vector built from the complex constant as . With replacing , the Vandermonde vector describes the -transform operation in the sense that . Since our -long blocks are IBI-free, despite the presence of MUI and ISI/ICI that is allowed in our QS setup, one can focus on each received block separately. Substituting (1) into (2) and -transforming with respect to , we can express the th received block in the -domain as (3) Proceeding with our block diagram in Fig. 1 and with denoting a design parameter (to be specified later), the receive-filterbank consists of parallel filters (each of length ) that we describe by the matrix whose th entry is . The columns of (the th denoted by ) perform block filtering of . Through , the block is mapped to a transformed domain where user is separated from its MUI. Downsamplers by bring the transformed MUI-free block back to the symbol rate block . After MUI elimination performed by the matrix in the -domain, the matrix performs the inverse transform on , to yield the vector . Finally, block symbol estimates are obtained by multiplying with the equalizer (matrices , and will be specified in Section III).
Our goal is to design code polynomials and receive-filters , where , that guarantee the following: 1) deterministic MUI cancellation with a simple linear receiver; 2) blind channel equalization; and 3) symbol recovery regardless of the channels, the adopted signal constellation, and with minimum transmit-redundancy (and hence maximum bandwidth efficiency).
III. MUI/ISI-RESILIENT TRANSCEIVER DESIGN
We target MUI elimination in the frequency ( -) domain based on the received data model (3) . A simple observation from (3) is that the time-domain FIR convolutive channels become multiplicative in the frequency ( -) domain. Therefore, if the users send their information via different frequencies (or subcarriers), they can be separated because frequencydomain orthogonality among transmissions is preserved at the receiver regardless of the multipath channels. OFDMA offers such a possibility too, because each user sends one symbol at a time using one frequency (see, e.g., [16] ). But if a channel's transfer function has a zero on (or close to) an informationbearing frequency, the corresponding user's symbol will be nullified. Therefore, OFDMA cannot guarantee symbol recovery and necessitates frequency-hopping to mitigate frequency-selective fading [16] .
To enable symbol recovery in the presence of ISI, one may adopt a multicarrier approach and have every information symbol ride over more than one frequencies [11] . Since the channels are assumed to have zeros, if the same symbol is sent on more than subcarriers, at least one subcarrier will survive the channel nulls-an approach reminiscent of repetition coding that guarantees symbol recovery at the expense of an -fold bandwidth expansion. Convolutional coding has also been considered to improve bit-error rate (BER) performance [15] , but bandwidth is still overexpanded. Our approach to assuring symbol recovery while retaining high-bandwidth efficiency is to have each AMOUR user transmit a block of symbols simultaneously on user-specific subcarriers. After MUI is eliminated in the frequency-domain, judicious spreading enables recovery of symbols from any of the subcarrier signals. We will consider general "subcarrier frequencies" on the -plane rather than those on the unit circle only (one reason for terming our approach generalized MC-CDMA). With reference to (3), we will seek code polynomials , so that for each there exist (a design parameter to be specified) different -plane points on which contains the th user's contribution only but no MUI from the remaining users, regardless of . Suppose for a moment that such MUI-free points exist and choose the th receiver's filter as . The th user's separating receiver filterbank assumes then a Vandermonde structure (4) Having points on which is MUI-free by design leads to a receiver output (5) that is also free of MUI. Note that the th user-separating Vandermonde matrix maps to preselected values of its -transform . We call these MUI-free points the signature points of user , and henceforth we will denote with tilde -domain quantities evaluated at those signature points.
A. MUI Eliminating Code and Receiver Design Principles
It follows from (3) that MUI elimination regardless of multipath is possible if and only if we design such that , it holds that (6) where are arbitrary nonzero complex constants. Condition (6) implies that are roots common to all except -an observation that plays a key role in our MUI-free design. Plugging into (3), we obtain under (6) (7) Substituting (7) into (5), we can then write free of MUI as (8) where denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries is a matrix with th entry , and the noise term . For fixed and , (6) prescribes at points . Thus, polynomials that satisfy (6) in general should have degree . The minimum degree polynomial with can be uniquely determined by Lagrange interpolation through the points as (9) Minimum degree code polynomial means minimum length code , which in turn implies minimum redundancy transmissions for channel-transparent MUI elimination.
Recall now that the th entry of in (4) is ; hence, the receive-filter polynomials are (10) Interestingly, we can verify using (6) that the codes in (9) and the receiver-filters in (10) satisfy for all shifts and the condition (11) Hence, we have been able to design a mutually-orthogonal set of user-codes (9) and receivers (10) , which explains the AMOUR abbreviation of our design. We emphasize that (11) expresses orthogonality between receivers and shifted versions of the codes. From this viewpoint, (11) implies mutual orthogonality in the presence of all pure-delay channels . Because any FIR channel is a linear combination of such elementary channels, codes and receivers satisfying (11) , , remain mutually orthogonal (and thus guarantee MUI-elimination) regardless of any th-order multipath channel.
B. Conditions on Block Spreading Codes for Symbol Recovery
Starting with points on the complex plane, we have seen so far how to design MUI-resilient user codes and receivers. We consider next how to spread the symbols by appropriately selecting the matrices so that symbol recovery can be guaranteed from in (8) . Choosing , we deduce from (8) that a necessary and sufficient condition to guarantee identifiability of symbols from with a linear receiver regardless of the input symbol constellation is (12) Constellation-independent linear receivers are attractive from a computational perspective and useful for initializing constantmodulus and DF alternatives. Unlike such nonlinear equalizers that require (at least partial) knowledge of the constellation, noniterative linear receivers obviate error-propagation effects also.
Two possibilities of satisfying (12) arise as follows.
• Case 1) If the th transmitter has access to channel state information (CSI), namely , we can always choose different points so that ; hence, with any nonsingular matrix , we can fulfill (6) and (12).
• Case 2) If CSI is not available at the transmitters, since has roots, at most of can be zero. Thus, in order to satisfy (12), we need the following:
• 2a) ; • 2b) any rows of to span the complex space of -tuples . In applications where channels are long, we may want to design our system with signature points that decreases the amount of spreading and allows usage of smaller 's to reduce decoding delays. Suppose denotes the number of "bad signature points," i.e., those code polynomial roots that coincide with channel nulls. Symbol identifiability is then guaranteed when . In fact, can be thought of as a diversity factor and as we illustrate in Section VII, considerable gains in BER are achieved with as small as 1 or 2 with Rayleigh fading channels. This feature makes the AMOUR system attractive in applications such as DSL and time-division duplex (TDD), where CSI is available at the transmitters. In such applications, we can even guarantee symbol recovery with as we discussed under Case 1). Because our ultimate goal is channel-independent MUI elimination and blind symbol recovery, we focus subsequently on Case 2) and choose , which will also turn out to achieve maximum bandwidth efficiency. 2 Formally stated, we design our transmitters to satisfy the following:
Assumption 2) and any rows of are linearly independent. One class of 's satisfying Assumption 2) that will prove useful and flexible enough for our purposes is (13) where stands for the th user's amplitude, and the points are distinct so that any rows of the Vandermonde matrix in (13) are linearly independent. Defining , one can recognize that when multiplied from the right by , matrix in (13) evaluates on the signature points of user ; i.e., (14) Based on (14), we will show in the next section that the MUI-free signal in (8) can be simplified nicely. But for now, let us look into AMOUR's bandwidth efficiency.
Taking into account the trailing zeros, the code length in our system is [c.f. (9)] , and since we deal with transmissions of -long blocks from users, the bandwidth efficiency of our system is (15) For sufficiently large , we have %; hence, bandwidth is not over expanded (see also Fig. 3 ). This unique feature of the AMOUR design is in sharp contrast with channel coding techniques that are employed together with interleaving to cope with errors induced by MUI and ISI (e.g., see [10] , [15] , and [30] ). AMOUR block spreading codes are linear over the complex field while channel codes (designed over Galois fields) combat MUI and ISI at the price of increased complexity and bandwidth over expansion. 2 Larger J's, however, may offer better resilience against frequency-selective fading. 
C. Back to the Time Domain-MIMO to SISO Equivalence
Having achieved user separation in (8), we show in this section how to recover from and how the AMOUR code selection of (13) converts the MIMO CDMA system to parallel user-specific SISO systems. Using (13) and (14), , we can write (8) componentwise as (16) which confirms that we have achieved user separation at certain -transform values of the th received block. In the noiseless case, (16) gives us evaluations of the polynomial , which has maximum order . From these evaluations, we can thus reconstruct using Lagrange interpolation. To clarify how this can be achieved in the noisy case, let us consider the polynomial of maximum degree given by (17) where is the unique polynomial that satisfies the following: i) and ii) . By comparing (16) 
which explains the role of the multivariate operation in the block diagram of Fig. 1 . Indeed, matrix performs Lagrange interpolation and thus recovers the polynomial of order in (17) from its evaluations offered by (16) . Note that (17) reveals another important feature of our AMOUR design as follows. After applying the transformation, the multiuser CDMA (viewed as an MIMO system) is 
As long as the channel has one nonzero tap, which is always true, is full rank. This property will be exploited later on to construct single-user blind equalizers; e.g., the zeroforcing one , where denotes matrix pseudo-inverse.
D. Links with MC-CDMA and LV-CDMA
In MC-CDMA, each symbol is spread with a user-specific code having gain , before being transmitted over subcarriers that are shared by all the users. User separation at the receiver relies on the linear independence among user codes [8] . With signature points on the unit circle, each AMOUR user transmits symbols using subcarriers also, but subcarriers in AMOUR are user-specific. Our second reason for terming the AMOUR transceivers generalized multicarrier is that AMOUR subsumes MC-CDMA as a special case. To show this, we have to relax the mutual orthogonality condition (6), as transceivers in MC-CDMA are not mutually orthogonal in general. To establish the link, we must also choose (no symbol blocking) and the signature points to be uniformly distributed around the unit circle as MC-CDMA subcarriers are common to all users:
, where . Under these conditions, MC-CDMA modulation with spreading gain and code can be implemented and viewed as a special AMOUR transmission with (Lagrange interpolating) code polynomials obeying the constraints (21) Note that the spreading codes in MC-CDMA manifest themselves as amplitude spectra of the AMOUR code polynomials . If has constant modulus (e.g., if it is binary 1), the corresponding AMOUR code spectrum will have equal magnitude at all subcarriers. Such an even distribution of energy over the available bandwidth leads to reduced variation of the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) relative to that observed when DS-CDMA transmissions propagate through frequencyselective channels [7] . As we illustrate in our simulations, this competitive advantage of MC-CDMA over DS-CDMA is more pronounced in our general AMOUR design even for downlink transmissions [note that the special AMOUR codes in (21) corresponding to MC-CDMA do not satisfy (6)]. Unlike AMOUR, MC-CDMA does not guarantee channel-independent demodulation in the uplink. Hopping and channel coding ameliorate performance degradation when deep fades are present but at the price of bandwidth expansion [2] .
The AMOUR system also generalizes the LV/Vandermonde-Lagrange (VL) CDMA systems of [17] and [18] , which also rely on symbol-periodic (as opposed to block) spreading and one signature point per user (as opposed to points used herein). LV/VL-CDMA also guarantees MUI elimination regardless of channel nulls. But when the channel nulls happen to coincide with one user's signature point, this user will suffer consistently. Even when one of the nulls is close to a user's signature point, BER performance will degrade considerably. Although our AMOUR design guarantees channel-independent demodulation without resorting to frequency-hopping, signature point hopping along the lines of [2] can still be implemented to improve average performance further in the presence of frequency-and/or time-selective multipath (see also [17] and [18] ). Signature point hopping and optimal selection of user signatures to enhance robustness of AMOUR against Doppler and frequency-offset effects deserve further investigation and pertinent results will be reported elsewhere.
IV. LOW-COMPLEXITY AMOUR DESIGN
In steps, AMOUR's general design procedure can be summarized as follows.
Step 1) Choose the symbol block length .
Step 2) Select distinct points on the complex plane and assign of them to be the signature points of the th user.
Step 3) Compute the codes according to (9) and add trailing zeros as per Assumption 1).
Step 4) Set the receive-filters according to (10) to isolate user from its MUI.
Step 5) Compute as in (18) and design the equalization matrix as will be discussed in Section VI.
A. Reduced-Complexity Transceivers
Step 2) does not specify how to select on the complex plane. Selection of these signature points according to certain optimality criteria is an interesting research topic but will not be pursued here. However, we will look into specific choices for the signature points in (13) that lead to reduced-complexity designs.
Suppose 's are chosen regularly around the unit circle. Specifically, with and using complex exponentials as signature points for user , we select (22) User code polynomials with such signature points have coefficients given by [c.f. (9) and (13)] if otherwise (23) Observe that for every user , the code , which means that at the transmitter the spread chip sequence in (1) is basically a convolution of with . But since is nonzero only at multiples of , this convolution entails a simple shift and scaling only. Hence, with codes as in (23) the transmitter in AMOUR has very low complexity. At the receiver, matrix inversion (of ) and multiplications (by ) can be replaced by FFTs. Algorithmically, the receiver follows these steps.
r1) It computes a -point FFT of the received block at the frequencies given by (22) to obtain for all . r2) For each of the users, it performs an -point inverse FFT at user-specific frequencies (signature points) to obtain . r3) For each user, it applies a (preferably linear) single-user equalizer on to obtain . The codes in (23) bring out a tradeoff that appears with AMOUR's selection of the block size . On the one hand, one wants to have as large as possible to reduce redundant overhead needed per block, or equivalently to avoid bandwidth over expansion [c.f. (15)]. On the other hand, as increases, the block gets longer and the decoding delay will increase proportionally. The channels are also required to remain time invariant over a longer period. Furthermore, when one transmits more symbols per block, the peak-to-average power ratio will increase in general, and power amplifiers may have to increase their back-off values accordingly. From this power-efficiency viewpoint, the codes in (23) are particularly appealing because except for the guard intervals, they have constant modulus and thus lead to constant modulus transmissions. Now, let us illustrate the basic idea of AMOUR design and its MUI eliminating ability with a simple example involving user codes as in (23).
B. Design Example
Suppose and . For simplicity, we choose (recall that should be much greater than to avoid bandwidth overexpansion). The signature points of the three users are shown in Fig. 5(a) , equally spaced and interleaved along the unit circle; i.e., . Assuming , the user codes can be computed from (9) to be . In Fig. 5(b) , we show the Fourier transform magnitude of the codes. In close accordance with the signature point allocation, the spectra are interleaved and overlapped. We assume the first blocks (each of length ) sent by the three users are , and the discrete-time equivalent baseband channels are chosen to be whose nulls are plotted in Fig. 5(c) . The first noiseless received block can then be computed using (3) as , whose magnitude spectrum is depicted in Fig. 5(d) . The corresponding received spectra of the three respective users are also shown in the same figure with thin lines. We use circles on the composite curve to denote frequencies that correspond to the first user's signature points and hence they are free of MUI. It can be verified that by applying the operations on for respectively, one gets and , which are precisely the convolutions of transmitted block symbols with the corresponding channel impulse responses of each user, confirming the equivalent model shown in Fig. 4(a) .
V. VL-AMOUR
In the AMOUR design of Section III, one user's signature points are roots common to all other users [c.f. (6)]. Therefore, whenever one user changes code (to avoid channel nulls, for example), or when a new user enters the cell, all other users in general must change their codes as well in order to maintain transceiver-orthogonality. Our goal in this section is to design the transmit code polynomials and the corresponding receive polynomials , so that they possess the same MUI eliminating property as AMOUR, but contrary to AMOUR, only the receiver (base station) needs to change code assignments whenever users change codes or whenever new users enter. The dual VL-AMOUR system we will develop in this section offers such flexibility in the code assignment procedure and generalizes related results from [17] to the AMOUR framework (see also [31] ).
Instead of using Lagrange polynomials and Vandermonde receive-filters , we will design a dual VL-AMOUR system with Vandermonde transmit-and Lagrange receive-filters. Interchanging roles is also justified from (11) and the commutativity of convolution, which holds since code-and receiver-filters are linear and time-invariant. Specifically, we adopt code polynomials of order with coefficients given by (24) Each such code in vector form is a linear combination of Vandermonde vectors . Note also that the trailing zeros of Assumption 1) are not appended in the codes of (24) .
We also select Lagrange receive-filters of order with transfer functions (25) which can be readily checked to satisfy a condition dual to (3). That is, (26) Because filters are of order , the receive-vectors are equipped with leading zeros that we denote as . These leading receiver-zeros eliminate the part of each received block that is affected by the channel-induced IBI. Their role is analogous to that of discarding the cyclic prefix in an OFDMA receiver.
The Vandermonde codes in (24) do not provide frequency-domain user separation as we have achieved in Section III with user-specific (generalized) subcarriers. However, using (26) we will show that the codes in (24) and the receive-filters in (25) satisfy the mutual orthogonality (11); i.e., and it holds that ; hence (27) It can also be verified by direct substitution that the output of the th downsampler of the th user's receiver satisfies (c.f. Fig. 1 ) (28) Mimicking the rationale of Section III, the same linear transformations and can be applied to successively, in order to recover the symbols . Therefore, the designed VL-AMOUR transmit-and receivefilters have the same deterministic MUI elimination property as the LV-AMOUR in Section III and also convert the multiuser CDMA system into parallel single-user systems regardless of the multipath [see Fig. 4(a) ]. In addition, since the transmit-filters are linear combinations of the Vandermonde vectors derived from the users' own signature points only, when one user changes code (or equivalently signature points), no other user needs to adjust, and only the receiver, typically the base station, needs to alter its filters accordingly. This substantially reduces the need for cooperation required among users and thus agrees with the CDMA philosophy.
VI. BLIND EQUALIZATION
Depending on complexity versus performance tradeoffs, our channel-independent MUI-free receiver can be followed by any single-user equalizer of linear (e.g., ZF, MMSE) or nonlinear (e.g., DF or ML) form in order to recover the block signal estimates from . As we mentioned in Section III, AMOUR's built-in ability for channel-independent blind user separation is very attractive even when channels are available.
However, in order to maintain an overall blind and computationally simple demodulator, we can use the single-user blind filterbank approach of [20] that capitalizes on input redundancy which is also present in our transmitter design in the form of trailing zeros. To show how [20] applies to our single-user setup, let ( denotes conjugate transpose) be the correlation matrix of in (19) , which is given by (29) where , and , with denoting the autocorrelation matrix of . We assume that is full rank. Because the Toeplitz matrix in (20) is also full column rank regardless of the FIR channel, the nullity of is and . Assuming that is known, the noise can be whitened by multiplying by any matrix such that . The covariance matrix of the prewhitened is (30) The signal-plus-noise subspace decomposition of (30) reveals that is a basis for the null space of , where contains the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of . Relying on the orthogonality between null and range spaces, it then follows that (see also [20] ) (31) where denotes the th column of . Because convolution is commutative, (31) can also be written in terms of the unknown channel coefficients as follows:
where each is an Hankel matrix formed by with first column and last row . From (32) , the channel vector can be obtained as the unique (within a scale factor) null eigenvector of [20] .
In practice, the method is implemented by replacing the ensemble covariance matrices by sample averages. When the latter are formed by averaging more than blocks , the sample estimate of will be full rank almost surely. In short, the th receiver collects blocks of in an matrix and forms (33) where , and . The sample averages in (33) will converge in the mean square sense to the ensemble covariance matrices (note that in (19) can be applied to the vector to obtain estimates of the symbols . Direct and adaptive equalizers are also possible (see, e.g., [20] for details). Derivation of the equalizer, its adaptive implementation, and its performance analysis will not be pursued in this paper. However, we want to underscore that unlike AMOUR, all existing blind CDMA schemes [1] , [5] , [12] , [23] , [24] , [26] do not guarantee channel-independent identifiability in the uplink; e.g., reducible transfer function matrices offer counterexamples as recognized by [23] . Some also rely on whiteness assumptions which may fail for coded inputs and require additional (e.g., antenna) diversity to ameliorate (but not eliminate) channel fades [5] .
VII. PERFORMANCE AND COMPARISONS
Because
in (2) is AGN, theoretical BER evaluation is possible for a given constellation when we adopt a ZF equalizer . For simplicity, we focus first on binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) 's and the downlink setup (same ). The th user's ZF receiver can be described by the matrix , whose th row is denoted as . having a single root located at . Because OFDMA's spreading gain is , for a fair comparison with AMOUR, we chose [c.f. (15)]. Fig. 6 (a) shows BER gains of ZF AMOUR over OFDMA by 2-3 orders of magnitude as the fading becomes more severe ( approaches the unit circle).
Test Case 2: To avoid channel-dependent performance bias, we averaged (35) over 100 Monte Carlo realizations of sixth-order Rayleigh faded channels (simulated with complex Gaussian coefficients) and obtained AMOUR's versus curves parameterized by the number of signature points assigned to each of the users [see Fig. 6(b) ]. Values of were chosen according to (15) to maintain the same rate. Notwithstanding, even small values of the diversity factor offer considerable BER gains over OFDMA .
Test Case 3:
We compared the performance of AMOUR with codes as in (23) and against an MC-CDMA system with Walsh-Hadamard spreading codes implemented as in, e.g., [8, Fig. 3 ]. At the MC-CDMA transmitter, every user serial-to-parallel converts the input bit stream to low-rate substreams, each of which is spread in the frequency domain by the same user-dependent Walsh-Hadamard code of length 16. The frequency-domain spreading is implemented using time-domain spreading followed by OFDM. The subcarriers used by different substreams do not overlap. At the receiver end, both systems use MMSE equalization and both assume perfect knowledge of the channels. Fig. 7 shows the corresponding BERs averaged over 45 independent Rayleigh fading channels. AMOUR clearly outperforms MC-CDMA, especially at high SNR, indicating the importance of AMOUR's ability to eliminate MUI and ISI, which are the major causes of performance degradation in multiple-access systems.
Test Case 4: To test AMOUR's ability for channel-independent blind demodulation in uplink systems, we simulated users each transmitting blocks of quadrature phase-shift keying symbols with signature points, through a two-ray channel . The signature points were equally spaced and interleaved along the unit circle as in (22) . Relying only on blocks received in additive white Gaussian noise ( dB), we recovered each user's constellation using the FIR-ZF blind equalizer described in Section VI. The received data and the equalized scatter diagram for one user's data are depicted in Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively. DF schemes (see, e.g., [28] ) can improve performance further. We stress, however, that our basic result does not rely on finite alphabet assumptions; thus, it applies to general deterministic blind separation and equalization of convolutive mixtures involving even continuous amplitude precoded (e.g., radar or speech) sources.
Test Case 5:
To quantify AMOUR's performance for blind equalization in uplink CDMA systems, we used the blind method outlined in Section VI, which first estimates the channels and then applies ZF or MMSE equalization. We simulated 100 Monte Carlo realizations of Rayleigh channels of order 1 and tested performance when or blocks were received. It follows from (33) that the minimum number of blocks required in order to implement the method is [20] . Blind performance is shown against the theoretical one computed using formula (35) with perfect channel information [see Fig. 8 (c) and (d)]. We observe that with blocks [ Fig. 8(c) ] the blind method undergoes only a small (2 dB) penalty compared with the theoretical bound (35), and as increases to 100, the blind method can virtually achieve the known-channel bound for all simulated . The latter supports substantially the blind equalization of users' symbols as promised by our system design and speaks for AMOUR's potential in a wireless multipath environment.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We developed a flexible so-termed AMOUR system especially suitable for blind uplink CDMA. Relying on block-symbol spreading, the system was shown to be capable of eliminating MUI deterministically and assuring identifiability of input symbols in the presence of frequency-selective multipath without resorting to multiple channel diversity (only an upper bound on the channel order was assumed available). Blind equalizers within the AMOUR framework were derived and performance of ZF and MMSE solutions was analyzed and compared with OFDMA and MC-CDMA for fixed and slow Rayleigh fading channels. Tests and numerical simulations demonstrated the system's generality, flexibility, superior performance, and strong potential in multiuser communications. For recent results on related subjects, the reader is referred to [6] , [13] , [22] , [33] (see also [31] and [32] for tutorial treatments).
